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Abstract. Multiple baselineinterferometricimaging of a large-scaletopside spread F
depletion has been performed at the JicamarcaRadio Observatory near Lima, Perfl. A
new imaging technique makes it possibleto examine the detailed structure of the scatter
from field-alignedirregularities in and around the depletion. A new antenna at Jicamarca,
physicallyseparated from the main antenna array, provided very long interferometry
baselinesup to •94 • long for the observations.High-resolutionimages of coherent
backscatterfrom the radar plume were computedfrom the interferometry data using the
maximum entropy method. These imagesshowthat scatteringregionswith small Doppler
velocitieslay mainly along the boundary of the depletedregion. Meanwhile, regionswith
high Doppler velocitieswere located within the depletionitself and could be seenconvecting
upward through the depleted channel.
1. Introduction

angular, and Doppler resolution nowadaysat Jicamarca. Examples of recent observationscarried out
at Jicamarcahave been presentedby Farley and Hy-

This paper describesthe application of a new radar
•nd Sa,• •t a•. [•].
imaging method to a case study of a large-scale • [•]
Interpretation of the coherent scatter data is by
plasma depletion observed during equatorial spread
F conditions.
The observations
were made at the
no means straightforward. One complication is that
Jicamarca Radio Observatory, which has a modu- the causeand nature of the small-scaleirregularities
lar phasedarray antenna ideally suited for multiple- themselves
remainsunknown.Haerendel[1973]and
baselineinterferometry. Large-scaledepletionshave Hudsonet al. [1973]originallyhypothesizedmultibeen studied for many years at Jicamarca using the step processeswith both interchange and drift wave
coherent scatter radar technique, which relies upon instabilities taking part in the excitation of linearly
the fact that small-scaledensity irregularitiesusually damped small-scalewaves. While this generalview
accompany the large-scale depletions. Within the still has considerablesupport, detailed studies of varspectrumof the irregularities are waveswhich match iousmechanismsthat may be at work yielded mainly
the Bragg scatteringcondition for the radar and give negative results (see for instanceHudson and KenandKaw [1976],andHubaand
riseto strongbackscatter. This scatter is termed "co- nel[1975],Chaturvedi
herent" to distinguishit from much weaker "incoher- Ossakow[1979]). Hencewe do not really know how
ent" or Thompson scatter. The coherent backscatter the scattering irregularities relate to the large-scale
servesto some extent as a tracer of the morphology waves in spread F; we do not know, for instance,
and dynamicsof the unstable F region ionosphere to what extent their phase velocities, detected with
and can be observedwith quite fine range, temporal, the Doppler radar, representreal ionosphericplasma
drifts. New theoretical developmentsappear to be
Copyright 1997 by the American Geophysical Union.
waiting for more incisiveobservations.
Another factor complicatingthe interpretation of
Paper number 97RS01802.
0048-6604/97/97RS-018025ll.00
coherentscatter data is the very nature of radar ex2309
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the spatial resolutiontransverseto the beam point-

that joins the antennas. In the caseof field-aligned
irregularities at the magnetic equator, this angle is
just the zenith angle in the equatorial plane. Con-

ing positionto roughlyl0 km nearthe F peak. The

ventional interferometry with two antennas reveals

radar cannot normally resolvespatial details with a
transversescale size comparableto or smaller than
about 10 km. Consideringthat the finestheight res-

(1) the total scatteredpower, (2) the mean arrival
angleof the backscatter,and (3) the RMS width of

periments.Jicamarcausesa fixedantennabeamfor
transmissionwith a beam width of about 1ø, limiting

olution of the Jicamarca radar is 125 m and that

interestingverticalstructureis apparentin the data
at this resolution,it is easyto imagine that the poor

the scattering angle distribution.

Then Kudeki and Farley [1989]pointedout that
the classicalinterferometry techniquecan be generalized for more than

two antennas

and that

additional

antenna baselines convey higher-order moments of
the scatteringangledistribution. The momentsspecify an actual image of the scattering structure within
the volume illuminated by the radar transmitter for
Moreover, there is no way to distinguishtemporal
each range and Doppler frequency. Multiple-baseline
from spatial variationsin the data. The nighttime F
imaging interferometry is already widely applied in
regionionosphere
generallydrifts eastwardat speeds
radio astronomy, sonar, and medical imaging but
up to about v=200 m/s. The tendencyhas been to
has not seen much use in atmosphericscience(see
associatetemporal changesoccurringon a timescale
Thompson[1986]for a reviewof mostof the imporr with spatial variations in the scattering medium
tant conceptsinvolved). Kudeki and $iiriicii [1991]
with scale size/ko - vr, or to equate time with hori-

transverse resolution of the radar skews the obser-

vationsand suppresses
important informationabout
the structureand dynamicsof the ionosphericflow.

and $iiriicii and Kudeki [1992]first appliedthe techzontal distance. (The sameidea is employedin labonique to studies of the equatorial electrojet and botratory studiesof turbulent flows,where length scales
tomsideequatorialspreadF. Recently,Hysell [1996]
are measured by the time it takes for flow features
improved the resolution of the technique still further
to advect past stationary probesin a fluid.) However this assumes that

the medium

has not evolved

substantially over the time r, which is to say that
the flow is frozen in. Now the preceding paragraph

limited our observations
to/ko >• l0 km, implying r
•> 1 min. This time, however,is at best not much
smaller than the eddy turnover time of the individual large-scaledepletions that characterizespread F

[Hysell,1992]. Making mattersworse,v is typically
both height and time dependent. The irregularities
therefore are generally not frozen into the flow.
Radar interferometry offers a way to improve the
spatial resolution of a radar experiment transverse
to the line of sight and to distinguish the spatial
and temporal evolution of the scattering medium.
Using cross-correlationanalysis of different receiving antennas,interferometry measuresspatial structure within the scattering volume without appealing
to the frozen-in flow hypothesis. Coherent scatter
radar interferometry was introduced by Farley et al.

by employing a maximum entropy algorithm to the

imageinversionprocess[Jaynes,1982]. The technique was used to investigate bottomside spread F, a
phenomenonassociatedwith intermediate-scale colli-

sionalinterchangemodewaves[Zarghamand $eyler,
1987].
This paper presents the first coherent scatter observationsof a large-scalespread F plasma depletion

(plume) using the multiple-baselineimaging technique. The data were taken at Jicamarca, which

hasjust undergone
an upgrade,extending
its longest
interferometry baseline to approximately 94 wave-

lengths.(The resolvingpowerof imaginginterferometry depends on the length of the longest baselines,
which is relatively easy to increase, rather than on

the size of the main antenna array, which is not!)
High-resolution images of the backscatter distribution were computed from the interferometry data
with the help of the MaxEnt algorithm. Doppler
information has been encoded in the images. The
[1981]and appliedto spreadF echoesby Kudekiet al. imaging technique offers a more incisive, less am[1981].The idea wasthat by statisticallycomparing biguousmeansof studying plasma waveswith coherthe phaseof the backscatteredsignalsreceivedon two ent scatter radar. The added information it brings
spatially separated antennas, it is possible to mea- could motivate new theories of the origin of smallsure the first three moments of the arrival angle dis- scale scattering irregularities in the disturbed F retribution of the scatter with respect to the baseline gion ionosphere.
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Figure I showsa schematicview of the Jicamarca
antenna array. The main array is oriented 6ø1' east of
north so as to be aligned with the geomagneticfield

circa 1960. (Presently, the geomagneticfield declination in Peril is only about 20' east of north.) It
consistsof eight independentantennas: four quarters
with two linear polarizations each. Transmission and
reception can be done using combinations of these

eight antennas, connected and phased through hybrid networks. Beam pointing positions are selected
by phasingthe modules(64ths) of the array with precut cables.

These

modules

can also be disconnected

and usedindependentlyfor reception. During our experiments, linearly polarized signals were transmitted from the north and south quarters of the array
which were phased so as to point perpendicular to B.
The transmission half-power full beam width in the
equatorial plane was approximately 2ø.
A duplicate of one of the Jicamarca modules was
recently constructed to the west of the main array. A
distanceof 203.73 m, precisely4 times the diagonal
width of a module, lies between the centersof the new
module and the westmostof the old modulesalong a
line bisectingthe main array. (The new antennais located precisely71.75 m magneticsouth of that line.)
The purposeof the new antenna is long-baselineinterferometry. For our experiments, the five modules shown were used for reception. They were not
collinear and need not be; since the F region irregu-
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larities are field-aligned,the contoursof constantcorrelation measuredon the ground will be highly elongated in the magnetic north-south direction. The
problem is inherently one-dimensional, and only the
perpendicular projection of the displacements between antennasis important. By using the five modules shown, interferometry can be performed with 10
nonredundantbaselines,with nonredundant spacings
lying between1 and 11 modulewidths (--.51-560 m)
projected on a line transverse to B. These particular modules were chosen to give an approximately
uniform distribution of baselinelengths.
At present, only four receivers can be digitally
sampledat Jicamarca. (An upgradeto remedy this
situationis under way.) Analog switchingwastherefore used for our experiments to multiplex one receiver betweenantennasB and C from Figure 1. The
switch alternated between the two antennas every 16
transmitter pulses. This meansthat the signalsfrom
these two antennas

could not be cross correlated

and

that all the cross-correlationmeasurementsinvolving
either antenna will receive only half the number of
incoherent integrations of the others. It also means
that power spectra with better than 16-point resolution cannot be computed from the data. In this
paper, we will present only 4-point spectral compu-

tations (seethe Data Presentationsection).

3. Data Analysis Techniques
Figure 2 is a conventional range time intensity
(RTI) plot of a topside plume observedon April
13, 1996. It shows the signal-to-noiseratio of the
backscattered signal received by the new antenna
module. The radar plume emerged suddenly, about
5 min before the data recordingcommenced,and was
not preceded by bottomside spread F. We missed
recordingthe onset of the event as well as the highaltitude portion before about 2025 LT. Problems
with the data acquisition system also occurred between 2017 and 2025 LT. The RTI plot nevertheless
still conveys a typical topside plume rising over a
bottomside spread F layer. However, interpretation
of the RTI image is perilous becauseof the factors
outlined

Figure 1. Layout of the Jicamarcaantennaarray.
The main antennais a phasedarray of dipolesthat
can be subdivided into 64 modules. A new module
was constructed to the west of the main antenna.

above.

The signal and noise powers and power spectra
for all five antennas were computed, along with the
normalized crossspectra for all antenna pairings excludingB-C (nine pairingsin all). These measurements constitute a discrete estimate of the spatial
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f and g are time-averaged quantities. The function
A is the transmitting antenna radiation pattern. We
have neglectedthe receiving antenna pattern, which
is much broader by comparison.
The goal of interferometric imaging is to compute

9OO

8OO

f(•,w) in each radar range gate for each incoherent integration period. From the brightnessdistributions, we can construct high-resolutionimages of
the radar backscatter in which time and space are
independent axes.
Our data supply estimatesof g at nine nonredundant baselinelengths whoseratios are 1:2:3:4«:5«:6«'
8:10:ll. Obviously,g hasbeennonuniformlysampled
in this instance. (Means of Fourier analyzingsuch

700

ß,.• 600

dataaredescribed
by Marvasti[1993]amongothers.)
More important, it has been incompletely sampled;
the coherenceeven with the longestbaselinecan often be near unity, implying that evenlongerbaselines
20:15

20:30

Local Time

20:45

21:00

would contain useful information

1996/04/13

about the structure

of the backscatter.

To compute a discrete estimate of the brightness
S/N

distributionf(•,w)

(dB)

Figure 2. Range-time-intensity plot of the radar
plume. Signal-to-noiseratios in decibels are coded
as gray scales.

crossspectrum of the scattered signal on the ground,
which can be shown to be the Fourier

transform

of

from our incompletelysampled

data, we have turned to a maximum entropy ap-

proachusedwidelyin radio astronomy[Ables,1974].
Maximum entropy methodshave their foundationsin
information theory and Bayesian statistics and represent a popular approach to generalized inversion

theory[Jaynes,1985].We canalsothink of the max-

the backscatterarrivalangledistribution[Thompson, imum entropy method as a model-basedinversion
process,where the model for f(•,w) is a positive
1986].
definite, maximally smooth (in one sense)function
constrainedto be consistentwith the data g(kd, w),
g(kd, w)

to a specifiedaccuracy[Presset al., 1988]. Numer-

g(kd, w)
Here g is the complex spatial crossspectrum or visibility function of the scatteredsignalon the ground,
k is the radar wavenumber, d is the antenna separation distance perpendicular to the magnetic meridian, w is the Doppler frequency,f is the arrival angle
or brightnessdistribution of the backscatter,and • is
the direction cosine defined by the wave vector and
baseline and may be thought of as the zenith an-

ous reviews and rationales have been given for the
maximum entropy method, few more eloquent than

Jaynes[1982],Jaynes[1985],and Skilling[1991].

WeusetheMaxEntalgorithm
described
'byJaynes
[1982]to estimatethe brightnessspectrumby maximizingits Shannonentropy[Shannonand Weaver,

1949]at eachDopplerfrequency
(So:= - f •bf(•, w)
In f(•,w)/F)
subject to the constraintsimposedby
the visibility data. The constraints must take statistical

and self errors into account.

Here F refers

gle in the equatorialplane. (The terms "brightness" to the total signal power, and • refersto the arrival
and "visibility" are commonly used by the radio as- anglesincluded in the image. The problem can be
tronomycommunity[Thompson,1986].) The nar- formulated as a system of n couplednonlinear equarow transmitter
beam width assures that we need
tions, where n is twice the number of interferometry
only considersmall values of • in the integral and baselinesplus one (there being two complexvisibilalso permits us to sampleg discretely. Note that the
ity data per baseline plus one for the zero lag, n=19
scatteredsignalis stochasticin nature and that both in this case). Implementingthe MaxEnt algorithm
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amountsto solvingtheseequationsnumericallyfor
eachrangegateat eachDopplerfrequency.
Details of the basic algorithm and mathematical derivationspresentedhereweregivenby Hysell

travel uphill in the direction of maximum entropy
as far as the expected norm of the errors permits,
preventingit from producinglower-entropyimages
fraught with statistical artifacts. The E parameter

[1996,andreferences
therein].Westartby relating is nominally set to equal the expectation of the term
a measurement
of a component
of thevisibilitygj at it sharesbracketswith but may be varied, the effect
someantennaspacingdj, togetherwith the error of

on the images being like that of turning a contrast

the measurement
ej, to the brightness
distribution

control.

Differentiating
(8) with respectto /kj relatesthe
visibilityestimatesand errorsto the brightness
distribution. This givesus n couplednonlinearequa-

gj+e3= /dCf()cos(kd.)
(3)
tions in the n Lagrange multipliers that must be
numerically.Differentiatingwith respectto
+ : /dWf()sin(:dW)
(4)solved
ey givesa matrix equationwhich is a recipefor de-

rivingthe errortermsfrom the Lagrangemultipliers.
Finally, differentiatingwith respectto the final Lagrange multiplier A allows us to solve for it in terms

wherehj(;O)is the interferometerpoint spreadfunction andis eithersineor cosinedependingonwhether
g3 is a real or imaginary component. Note that the

of the others.We solvethe equations
with a globally convergent
Newtonmethodwhichrequiresusto
compute and invert an n x n JacobJan matrix.

It

shouldbe notedthat computingthis matrix by fiis no more computationallyexpencretizedin practice. Castingthe maximumentropy nite differences
continuous functions of W shown above can be dis-

problemas onein variational mechanics,whereeach
of the constraintsassociatedwith j = 1, ..., n data

pointsenterswith a LagrangemultiplierAj, motivates us to expressthe brightnessdistribution in the
followingway:

(6)

z-

Hysell [1996]neglectedthe fact that errorsin the
visibility estimates for different baselines are correlated in general if the baselinesshare a common antenna. The case of correlated errors has been dis-

cussedin some detail by E. Kudeki et al.

in a

manuscript in preparation and has also been addressed in the context of incoherent scatter autocor-

(7)relation function measurementsby Huuskonenand

wherethe Einsteinsummationconventionis in play
(like indicesare summed).In termsof (6), the entropy of the brightnessdistributionmay now be written

sive than doing so analytically and leadsto a more
robust algorithm overall.

as

Lehtinen[1996].We adopttheir approachhere,basing the error constraintin (8) on the full covariance
matrix. In practice,it may be computationally
expedientto first diagonalize
C -1 by a similaritytrans-

formation,definingej - Ajket, whereA is a matrix
!

whosecolumns
are the eigenvectors
of C-• ande•
$(f) -

A3(gj
+%)+FlnZ+A(e3C•e•:
- E)(8)
which will be maximized through a processof differentiation with respectto the n Lagrangemultipliers
and n error terms. In order to bound the size of the

error terms and in the spirit of variational mechanics, we introduce a constraint on the residual of the

errors(E) alongwith yet anotherLagrangemultiplier A. C -1 is the inversecovariancematrix of the
errors. The philosophyhere is to let the algorithm

are the errors in a spacewhere the covariancematrix
is diagonal.
The elements of the covariancematrix have been

estimatedby Farley [1969]for the caseof real samplesand in the contextof multipulseautocorrelation
function measurements.His variance estimateswere

recentlygeneralized
for complexsamples
by Farley
andHysell[1996].For the sakeof completeness,
we
havegeneralizedthe covarianceterms for the caseof

complex
samples
andforbothhighandlowsignal-tonoiseratiosand coherence
levels.The moregeneral
expressionsare given by
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such cases,the covariancematrix may be well ap-

proximatedby its diagonalterms alone. As signalto-noiseratios increase,the diagonal terms given by

Farley and Hysell [1996]diminishfasterthan the offdiagonalterms, becomingcomparablewhen visibilities are high and the signal-to-noiseratio is greater
than a few times unity. Even in this case, however,
the inclusionof off-diagonalterms in the computa-

tion often brings about only subtle changesin the
final image.

in which/91= /9(51),/92= p(d2), and P3 = p(d2dl) are normalizedcomplexspatialcross-correlation
measurementsand $ and N refer to the signal and

noisepowerlevels,respectively.Here k refersto the
number of statistically independentsamples.We assumed here that the sky noise receivedon different
antennasis totally uncorrelated. We have also assumedthat many more noisesamplesexist than signal samplesand that the errors in the noise estimators used for normalization are therefore negligi-

4.

Data

Presentation

Figure 3 showsfour examplesof imagescomputed
from the interferometry data. The vertical axis rep-

resentsrange(altitude), and the horizontalaxis representszenith angle,from +3.38 ø. The vertical resolution of the imagesis 3 km, and the horizontalresolution is 0.1ø, about I km at 550-km altitude and

ble. Note that (9) appliesto pairsof cross-correlation about one twentieth the transmitter antenna beam
measurements made with a common antenna at an
width. Every row in an image representsthe brightendpoint. In the caseof pairs of measurementshar- ness distribution calculated from the data from one
ing an antenna at their midpoint, the expression range gate. The backgroundnoiselevel was estimatedfor eachimagefrom the powerprofilesreceived
takes a slightly different form.

-

-

=

1IS+N)2
[ ( S 1)2

on all the antennas and subtracted from the zero lags
of the visibility data before the brightnesswas com-

puted. The brightnessdistributionswere then dividedby the noiselevel. Gray scalesshowthe signalto-noise ratio in decibels, with values spanning 0-25

dB. Each imagehasbeenincoherentlyintegratedfor
6 s. From left to right, thesepanelsshowimagesof
the scatteringvolumecomputedwith data from two

+

$+W (

(D and E), three(C, D, and E), four (B, C, D, and
+Iwl+ Iwl)wv (10) E),
andall five(A throughE) antennas.The number

in whichP3= p(dl + d2) this time. Errorsfor different cross-correlation measurements made with distinct sets of antennas are uncorrelated. From these

of baselinesgoinginto the imageare then one,three,
five, and nine, with the length of the longestbaseline approximatelydoublingeachtime. The figure

expressions,
we can computethe completecovariance is meant to illustrate how interferometry can resolve
structureswithin the scatteringvolume and how the
matrix for the imaging experimentsand, from it,
detail increaseswith increasingvisibility data. Three
the linear transformation that relates the usual erbaselinesgive a much clearerimageof the radar tarror terms to the errors in the basis where the inverse
covariancematrix is diagonal. It is a straightfor- get than two. With nine baselines,we havea precise
map of just where within the radar beam scattering
ward matter to extend the result to the case where
the real and imaginary componentsof the errors are is taking place.
In the topside region above 500 km, much of the
dealt with separately.
The covariancematrix is generallydiagonallydom- backscatter seems to fall along two diagonal lines
inant in casesof low signal-to-noiseratios or low vis- (whichhavebeenhighlighted).The scatterfrom the
ibilities. Statistical errors tend to be poorly corre- line on the right (towardthe eastor top) is stronger
than that from the left. Additional strong, diffuse
lated when the correlation functions themselves are
computedfrom noisydata or are otherwisesmall. In scatter seemsto be comingfrom the volumebetween
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the lines and from a small "tail" at 550 km altitude. Additional backscatter comes from a bottom-

side spreadF layer between 400 and 500 km.
Note that no range correction to the power was
appliedwhen generatingthe images.Nor hasthe antenna pattern A(IO) been removedfrom them. The
tendency for the scatter coming from zenith to be
more intensethan that comingfrom the peripheryis
a reflection of transmitter beam weighting. Some
angle aliasing is still taking place in the picture,
even though the minimum baselinelength is much
smaller than the antenna width, due to the tremendous dynamic range of the target. Furthermore, it
is likely that irregularities at low altitudes produce
phase scintillationsin backscatterfrom higher altitudes, causingdeviationsin the observedarrival an-

gles.Unlikethe imagesof Hysell[1996],theseimages
do not show very clear sidelobe patterns or nulls.
This is due in part to the use of a special cabling
arrangementat Jicamarcawhich effectivelytapered
the excitation acrossthe transmitting antenna, fill-

ing in the normal nulls and spreadingthe tails of
the radiation pattern acrossthe angles shown in our

images. Angle aliasingand scintillationscontribute
further to poorly definednulls. We reiterate that imagecomponents
fallingwell outsidethe 2ø half-power
full beam width of the transmitting antenna remain
visible even in the periphery due to the huge dynamic

range of the target.
An ordinary coherent scatter radar experiment
makes observationsin a spacewith three coordinate
axes: range,time, and Doppler frequency.Multiplebaselineradar interferometry incorporatesinformation about the diffraction pattern of the signal on
the ground to add a fourth independentaxis, representingarrival angle, to that space. The technique
makesoptimal use of all available data in somesense
to produceimageswhich do not sufferfrom spatialtemporal ambiguities. However it also presentsa
problemfor visualization. Just how do you view a
four-dimensional

data set?

The time axis may be dealt with by viewing se-

quentialradar imagesin animatedform. While this
method does not lend itself to journal format, it is

ideally suitedfor the World Wide Web. (Readers
may consultour homepageat http://landau.phys.
clemson.edu to view animated versions of the data

discussedhere.) In this paper, we merely present
data from different times in separateimages. Of the
remainingdimensions,at least someof the Doppler
informationmay be representedin conventionaltwo-

2317

dimensional images alongsidethe scattering intensity

with someuse of color. In every range/zenith-angle
pixel in the image, for example, the zeroth, first, and
second moment of the Doppler spectrum could be
used to set the brightness, hue, and saturation of the
pixel.
Another possibility, which we have followed here,
is to assigndifferent image colorsto different brightnessDoppler bins. We have spectrally analyzed the
radar data using a four-point discrete Fourier transform. Visibility spectra were computed separately
for each of the four Doppler components. The reason
for the four-point transform is simply that our final
images ultimately have only three degrees of free-

dom in eachpixel (red, green,and blue) and that we
know of no way to integrate more detailed Doppler
data into our images. Four images like the rightmost in Figure 3 were computed from the visibilities.
The image correspondingto the positive Doppler fre-

quencybin was codedblue (for blue shiftedechoes),
the zero frequencybin was codedgreen, and the negative frequencybin was coded red (for red shifted
echoes).The fourth remaining,high-frequencyspectral component was color-coded magenta, a color
combination that occurs seldom in practice otherwise. All four imageswere then digitally summedto
produce the color maps shown in Plate 1. The pulserepetition frequency for our experiments was 150 Hz,
meaning that we can resolve Doppler velocities between -½225m/s without aliasing.
Plate 1 showsthree radar imagesseparatedin time
by almost 2 min and then by a few seconds.The image on the left is a replica of the one in Figure 3,
only this time including Doppler information. The
color of each pixel is just the linear combination of
the red, green, and blue components. Blue patches
normally suggest descent, and red suggestsascent.
Green patchessuggestno line-of-sight motion, while
white patches suggest broad Doppler spectra and
hence strong turbulence. Frequency aliasing is a
strong possibility, and most of the blue and magenta patches should be associatedwith large negative Doppler shiftsin this case(with rapid ascent).
We can now see that the diagonal lines from Figure 3 are mostly green, while the more diffusescatter
between them is mostly red. We interpret the green
lines as signifyingthe boundariesof a large-scaledepletion wedge, a boundary which is not expected to
deformat very high speed. (Sinceelectricfields,wave
vectors,and density gradients are all parallel for electrostatic waves, streamlines of the flow should be
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animations. The topside region showsconsiderable
vertical shear, giving rise to a familiar westwardtilt
of the radar plume. The bottomside F region seems
to be moving eastward somewhat more rapidly than
the topside, but the layer itself is shear-free. We note
(whereOn/Oz > 0) givesrise to strongerbackscatter that the absence of shear prevents us from discernmay be a reflectionof its gravitational instability. We ing much structure in the bottomside region below
expect that the boundaries extend all the way down 500 km, intermediate-scaleinterchange mode waves
to the bottomside F region, even if the coherentscat- being too small to resolvewithout shear to increase
ter from them does not.
the dominant wavelength of the instability.
By comparisonwith the leftmost panel, the central
Meanwhile, the scattering regions exhibiting significant Doppler velocities lie between the boundand rightmost panels in Plate 1, taken later, exhibit
a few important features that hint at the time evoluaries as if convecting upward between them. The
regionswith the largest Doppler shifts of all lie near tion of the large-scaledepletion. Theseinclude(1) a
the base of the depletion channel around 550-600
moreacutewestwardtilt due to shearedflowand (2)
km. They are colored blue and cyan but are in fact
the upward displacementof someof the high Doppler
frequencyaliased and possesslarge negative Doppler regionsinside the depleted channel. The fast rising
shifts (seebelow). The imageseemsto be consistent scattering regions have relatively short lifetimes of
with the "chimney" picture of large-scaleplasma de- perhaps tens of seconds.To observetheir upward displetions[Woodmanand La Hoz, 1976;Hysell et al., placement in time, one must compare the rightmost
1994]. The idea is that a developeddepletionwedge two panels in Plate 1, which are separated in time
presentsa kind of one-dimensionalgeometry where by only 12 s, or about enough time for the fastest
only horizontal Pedersen and polarization currents moving regionsto ascend by one range gate. Intercome into play. Polarization chargesthat develop at
estingly, the scattering regions with small Doppler
the walls of the depletion cannot easily be discharged velocitieshave much longer lifetimes and persistlong
by currents outside the depletion, which would have enoughto be followedfor severalminutes as they pass
to close over the distant top of the radar plume or
through the radar beam.
through the poorly conducting valley region below.
The central and rightmost panels in Plate 1 also
They must therefore be dischargeddirectly by curexhibit (3) an emergingview of large-scalevertical
rents inside. Since the conductivity is poor where
structuring of the westward wall of the depletion.
the plasma density is low, however, the electric field
This structuringseemsto be evidenceof a secondary,
in the depleted channel must become quite large to
zonal wind-driveninterchangeinstability with a versustainthe current. Regionsof depletedplasmathen tical wavelengthof about 50 km. Suchsecondary
features have been described and reported on by Tsunrapidly E x B drift upward into the wedge with a
speedgreater than the rate at which the depletion oda et al. [1982]but have not been observedbeboundary itself can move. We expect the plasma fore with the kind of spatial and temporal resolution
convectionspeedto be greatest near the base of the
permitted by our imaging technique. The bifurcadepletion sincepolarization chargesthere are almost tions or tails producedby the secondaryinstability
completelyinhibited from being dischargedby Ped- lag behind the main vertical channel,presumably
ersen currents flowing above or below.
under the influence of vertical polarization electric
We have animated a seriesof 275 imageslike Plate
fields generated by the secondaryinstability. They
I and verified that the high-Doppler scattering reare responsiblefor the horizontal streaksin Figure 2
gionsgenerallydo ascendthrough the topsidechan- between 550 and 700 km that give it its "plumenel with speedsroughly consistentwith their Doppler
like" or even "rooster tail" appearance. Rooster tails
shifts, assumingthat regionswith seeminglypositive are characteristic of many of the topside spread F
Doppler shifts are in fact frequencyaliased. Apparevents recorded at Jicamarca, but it has never been
ent vertical advection speeds as high as about 400
clear whether the streaks signified physically elonm/s are evidentin a few localizedregions,in agree- gated features or just isolated scattering blobs susment with the dealiased Doppler speeds. The chanpended over the radar for long periods of time. In
nel itself moveseastwardat approximately170 m/s,
this case, we find that they have both qualities.
as deducedfrom its left-to-right motion in time in our

nearly tangent to the depleted channel boundaries,
making those boundariesessentiallyfixed.) Steep
plasma density gradients occur along this boundary
and are evidently the site of small-scaleplasma density irregularities. The fact that the upper boundary
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Radar imaging with multiple-baseline interferometry offers a new, more incisive way of observing coherent scatter from plasma irregularities. There is
a price to be paid in the form of reduced sensitivity (only a small fraction of the Jicamarcamain an-

portant concern when imaging bottomside spread F
layers which tend to have a broad zonal extent. A
shorter baseline can easily be included in the measurementsby sampling two antenna modulesdirectly
adjacent to one another. At this point, the zonal
resolution of the imaging technique is limited by the
motion of the radar target acrossthe interferometer
during each incoherent integration. The integration

tenna is usedfor reception)and the increasedcom-

time here(6 s) waschosensothat the F regionirregu-

putational cost of data analysis. In return, the technique produceshigh-resolutionimagesin which space
and time are independent parameters. The data
presented here seem to confirm some long-held but
loosely supported theories about large-scale plasma
depletions: that their boundaries are highly struc-

larities traverse at most one pixel during the integration. We can sharpen the images while leaving the
integration time constant by introducing progressive
phase shifts into the raw radar data so as to freeze the
target in zenith angle. Finally, real estate is hardly

tured and can be the source of VHF coherent scatter,

be constructed to further lengthen the interferometry baselinesif important features in the scattering

5. Summary

and Conclusions

that the highest Doppler speedsare observed in regionswithin depleted channels,that high Doppler velocities at least sometimescorrespondto bulk plasma
motion, and that radar plumes signify secondaryinstabilities.

The main impediment to the interpretation of the
coherent scatter data from Jicamarca over the past
few years has been the complexity of the problem
and, in particular, the inability to sort temporal and
spatial effects. Doppler spectra from topside spread
F are notoriously complex, for instance, presumably

scarce at Jicamarca, and additional antennas could

medium

remain

unresolved.
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computing Doppler spectra for particular scattering
regions in space. It should be possible now to relate
the spectral shapes with the motion of the regions
they represent.
There are a number of steps we could take to further improve the quality of the images from Jicamarca. Adding the capacity to sample more than
four receivers will essentially double the data rate
of the imaging experiments describedhere, improving the statistics of the visibility measurementsand

clarifying the imagessubstantially. At present,we
use a self-calibration technique to calibrate the relative phases of the receiving system at Jicamarca.
This technique involves searchingthrough the space

of phaseoffsetsto find the combination yielding the
image with the highest overall entropy. An independent calibration using radio stars or satellites would
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